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ABSTRACT
Segregation data were obtained for 1260 potato linkage group I-specific AFLP loci from a heterozygous

diploid potato population. Analytical tools that identified potential typing errors and/or inconsistencies in
the data and that assembled cosegregating markers into bins were applied. Bins contain multiple-marker
data sets with an identical segregation pattern, which is defined as the bin signature. The bin signatures
were used to construct a skeleton bin map that was based solely on observed recombination events. Markers
that did not match any of the bin signatures exactly (and that were excluded from the calculation of the
skeleton bin map) were placed on the map by maximum likelihood. The resulting maternal and paternal
maps consisted of 95 and 101 bins, respectively. Markers derived from EcoRI/MseI, PstI/MseI, and SacI/
MseI primer combinations showed different genetic distributions. Approximately three-fourths of the
markers placed into a bin were considered to fit well on the basis of an estimated residual “error rate”
of 0–3%. However, twice as many PstI-based markers fit badly, suggesting that parental PstI-site methylation
patterns had changed in the population. Recombination frequencies were highly variable across the map.
Inert, presumably centromeric, regions caused extensive marker clustering while recombination hotspots
(or regions identical by descent) resulted in empty bins, despite the level of marker saturation.

MARKER-dense meiotic linkage maps are valuable 1994; Dib et al. 1996) and mouse (Dietrich et al. 1996)
genome mapping projects. In crop plant species suchtools in fundamental and applied genetic re-

search. They serve multiple purposes ranging from the as rice (Harushima et al. 1998: 2275 markers), maize
(Vuylsteke et al. 1999: 1539 and 1355 markers mappeddissection of simple and complex phenotypes to the
in two populations), and potato and tomato [Tanksleyisolation of genes by map-based cloning (Tanksley et al.
et al. 1992 (�1000 markers) and Haanstra et al. 19991995). Marker-dense maps provide ordered frameworks
(1175 markers), respectively], high-density genetic linkagefor the construction of physical maps onto which yeast
maps have already been constructed. The combined mapsartificial chromosome or bacterial artificial chromo-
of the tomato and potato genomes are composed ofsome (BAC) contigs can be anchored (Klein et al. 2000).
�1000 restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)Thus, construction of a high-density genetic map was
markers assembled from several populations and to-one of the first goals of the human (Murray et al.
gether they represent an average spacing of �1.2 cM
(Gebhardt et al. 1991; Tanksley et al. 1992).
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ally intensive mapping algorithms, based on the use of be inserted between filled ones until the chromosome
is represented as a linear string of bins, each separatedpairwise distances between loci to derive marker order,

became slow and eventually failed. Here we present the by a single recombination event.
While achievable in principle, one overriding practi-results and the challenges that we encountered when

analyzing data from the largest single linkage group in cal reality—error—complicates the construction of a
marker-dense bin map. Erroneous data introduce con-our experiment, linkage group I (LG I), which contains

1260 markers. flict between the true and the observed number of re-
combination events. The significance of this can be illus-Meiotic linkage mapping uses the frequency of re-

combination events that occur during meiosis as a basis trated by considering the creation of a meiotic linkage
map of a single chromosome consisting of 1000 markersfor calculating genetic distances between loci. The ob-

served recombination frequencies are commonly con- in a population of 100 individuals and a marker scoring
accuracy of 99%. Because each erroneous data pointverted into map units (centimorgans) by applying a

mapping function, which imposes certain assumptions can introduce two false recombination events (a single-
marker double recombinant), the potential exists foron the data (e.g., the presence or absence of “interfer-

ence”; Kosambi 1944). On the basis of several popula- 2000 false recombination events to be introduced into
the data set. This is an order of magnitude greater thantions (e.g., Bonierbale et al. 1988; Gebhardt et al. 1991;

van Eck et al. 1995; Collins et al. 1999), the cumulative the total number of recombination events expected in
a population of 100 individuals, assuming one to twolength of the potato genetic map is �600–1100 cM, with

the 12 individual chromosomes ranging from �40 to crossovers per chromosome. The consequence of ana-
lyzing such data with any mapping software is the gener-�100 cM. These map lengths are consistent with cyto-

logical observations that indicate the formation of, on ation of inflated maps with tenuous and potentially erro-
neous marker orders.average, less than one chiasma per bivalent during meio-

sis. Thus, we anticipate that during meiosis a given po- We conclude that there are two pivotal requirements
for creating marker-dense meiotic maps. The first is atato chromosome will generally be engaged in a single

recombination event, with none or more than one oc- system for rigorously and systematically identifying and
correcting errors in the marker segregation data. Whilecurring less frequently.

By following the inheritance of genetic markers in a this will make improvements, identification of all errors
in a large data set will be impossible. The second require-meiotic mapping population, recombination events can

be linearly ordered along each chromosome. This linear ment, therefore, is the development of a mapping model
that identifies and makes use of the most reliable dataorder defines intervening segments of chromosomes,

which vary in both physical and genetic size. These vari- to calculate a framework map into which the remaining
data can be placed. The most reliable data are likely toables are largely defined by the number of descendants

in the mapping population and by the average number be those for which redundancy, revealed as multiple
cosegregating markers from independent experiments,of recombination events that occur during meiosis.

Clearly, as the number of markers scored in the popula- improves confidence and provides support for the hy-
pothesis that the shared segregation pattern is in facttion exceeds the number of recombination-defined

chromosomal segments, some segments will be identi- “true,” assuming random, not systematic, error. We ex-
plore a model that generates a robust linear map con-fied by multiple cosegregating markers. When a very

large number of markers have been followed, this will sisting of bins of cosegregating markers and nonredun-
dant markers if they are incorporated without conflict.occur frequently, resulting in many chromosomal seg-

ments being multiply marked (Figure 1). We call these All other markers are subsequently placed in the bin
into which they best fit by statistical procedures withoutchromosomal segments cosegregation bins. A cosegre-

gation bin has a bin signature, that is, the consensus perturbing the overall map order.
segregation pattern of all markers in that bin. It is the
number of recombination events in the population, not

MATERIALS AND METHODS
the number of markers, that defines the maximum num-
ber of bins in a chromosome in a given experiment. Plant material: A diploid F1 potato population of 130 individ-

uals was used for the construction of the genetic map. ThisAdjacent bins should be separated by a single recombi-
mapping population was generated from a cross between twonation event. However, in practice, multiple recombina-
diploid heterozygous parents: SH83-92-488 (hereafter de-

tion events occur frequently between adjacent bins and noted SH) � RH89-039-16 (hereafter denoted RH) (Rouppe
as a result all theoretical bins cannot be identified di- van der Voort et al. 1997a). Genomic DNA isolation was

performed on frozen leaf tissue as described by van der Beekrectly from the data. This situation could arise from,
et al. (1992).for example, chromosomal segments being either “iden-

Marker assays: The amplified fragment length polymor-tical by descent” or simply physically small. Here, segre-
phism (AFLP) procedure of Vos et al. (1995) was used with

gation data from the adjacent filled bins are sufficient minor modifications. Three restriction enzyme combinations
to calculate the minimum number of intervening re- were used to prepare template DNA: EcoRI/MseI, PstI/MseI, and

SacI/MseI. After digestion, adapters corresponding to eachcombination events. Once established, empty bins can
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Figure 1.—The recombination
bin-mapping concept. For simplicity,
only one heterozygous parental chro-
mosome pair and eight potential re-
combinant gametes are shown. Allelic
marker loci, Aa to Pp, are represented
as upper- or lowercase letters on a
white or shaded background. During
meiosis, recombination breaks and
rejoins the parental chromosomes,
which segregate into gametes that are
a mosaic of the parental chromo-
somes. The diagram illustrates how
the position of the recombination
events can be visualized as a linearly
ordered set of bins, each separated
by a single recombination event. In
this example, six of the eight parental
gametes have undergone recombina-

tion. In the marker data set, gamete 3 contains a singleton (M), which on analysis is hypothesized as being unlikely on the basis
of the genotype of the flanking markers because it introduces two additional recombination events. In the final map, marker
M, however, is placed on the map in bin 6 at a distance of one apparent recombination event from the core. In gamete 5, a
missing data point (–) is hypothesized as being H on the basis of the flanking marker data and, as a result, fits into bin 4. In
gametes 2 and 6, recombination has occurred between the same two marker loci (Dd and Ee), resulting in the insertion of an
empty bin (shaded) in the map. The resulting bin map is therefore composed of seven linear bins with a side branch from bin
6, which contains marker M at an apparent recombination distance of 1. At high marker density (i.e., when the number of
markers is much greater than the number of recombination events), individual bins will contain multiple-marker loci (as illustrated
for five of the seven bins). All marker loci in a bin either have identical segregation patterns (i.e., the bin signature) or deviate
by a defined number of apparent recombination events (e.g., M).

enzyme cleavage site were ligated to the restricted DNA. Their in the mobility values (e.g., PAC/MAGA: 120.5) are due to
interpolation of band sizes between 10-bp markers by thesequences are as follows: EcoRI (5�-CTCGTAGACTGCGT

ACC-3�/3�-CTGACGCATGGTTAA-5�), Pst I (5�-CTCGTAGA proprietary software used.
Mapping algorithms: A combination of existing JoinMapCTGCGTACATGCA-3�/3�-CATCTGACGCATGT-5�), SacI (5�-

CTCGTAGACTGCTACAAGCT-3�/3�-CATCTGACGCATGT-5�), V2.0 modules (JMGRP32 and JMQAD32), new algorithms (RE-
CORD and SMOOTH), and recently developed softwareand MseI (5�-GACGATGAGTCCTGAG-3�/3�-TACTCAGGAC

TCAT-5�). Preamplification of the restricted-ligated fragments (ComBin) were used to analyze the segregation data.
JMGRP32: This module within the JoinMap V2.0 softwarewas performed using primers strictly complementary to the

adapters. For selective amplification, the primers had the com- package (Stam 1993) allows the grouping of markers that belong
to the same linkage group. The largest group of markers, signifi-mon adapter sequence plus a 2- or 3-bp extension at their 3�

end. The 234 selective AFLP primer combinations used in cantly distinct from other marker groups (at LOD 6) represent-
ing LG I, was exported and analyzed with JMQAD32.this study are tabulated at http://www.dpw.wageningen-ur.nl/

uhd/index.html. EcoRI (E), PstI (P), or SacI (C) primers were JMQAD32: This quick and dirty module within the JoinMap
package calculates recombination frequencies between marker5� end labeled with [�-33P]ATP as described by Vos et al. (1995)

prior to selective amplification. Amplification products were loci. The best map is selected from all possible orders on the
basis of minimization of the sum of adjacent recombinationseparated on 5% polyacrylamide, 1� TBE sequencing gels.

Buffer at the anodal side was supplemented with 0.5 m NaOAc frequencies. In general, these maps are inflated, and the extra
length is best understood by assuming double recombinationto create an ionic gradient, which allowed better separation

of the larger fragments. Gels were run at 110 W (constant events or scoring errors (Stam 1993; Stam and van Ooijen
1995).power) for 3 hr. After drying the gels, amplification products

were visualized by autoradiography. Three chromosome RECORD: RECORD finds the best possible marker order
by minimization of the number of recombination events asI-specific microsatellites (STM1049, STM1029, and STM2020)

were used to test the integrity of the population under study counted in a data set of marker segregation data. In contrast
to JoinMap or MapMaker, this algorithm does not make useand to align the two parental maps. Simple sequence repeat

(SSR) primer sequences and assay conditions were as de- of many pairwise distance estimates, but it uses the much
simpler raw segregation data. Simulations showed that thescribed in Milbourne et al. (1998). Autoradiograms were

scanned at a resolution of 150 dpi and scored using the com- performance of RECORD is particularly good in marker-dense
regions, as well as with any level of missing values and scoringputer package Cross-Checker (available at http://www.spg.wagen

ingen-ur.nl/pv/pub/CrossCheck/), and the scores were manu- errors (up to 20%) where software packages based on pairwise
distance estimates encounter severe difficulty (van Os et al.ally checked by comparing them with the primary autoradio-

graphs. 2000).
SMOOTH: SMOOTH identifies and removes singletonsMarker nomenclature: Band nomenclature was assigned from

reference autoradiograms, which were provided by Keygene NV, from genetic mapping data sets. Once a preliminary marker
order has been proposed (e.g., by RECORD), SMOOTH calcu-Wageningen, The Netherlands. The marker names indicate

the enzyme used, the primer combination, and the mobility lates the probability that each data point of a segregating
marker locus is true on the basis of the genotype of flankingof the fragment as defined by a size marker (Sequamark 10-

bp ladder; Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL). Decimal points markers. The probability calculation is based on 15 flanking
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data points on either side, with the nearest data points being AFLP markers mapped previously in the same popula-
given a higher weighting. SMOOTH is applied in conjunction tion (Rouppe van der Voort et al. 1997a,b), which form
with RECORD by cyclically reiterating the process of marker

part of a catalog of locus-specific AFLP markers (Rouppeordering and singleton removal. Initially, a strict probability
van der Voort et al. 1997c). Finally, the bridge markersthreshold of P � 0.01 is used to eliminate the least-well-sup-

ported data points. The marker order is then recalculated were assigned to linkage groups at LOD 8.0 by analysis
(with RECORD) and further weakly supported data points with the maternal and paternal data sets separately. Be-
are removed by SMOOTH by releasing the threshold by P � ing less informative, some of the bridge markers exhib-
0.01 over 30 cycles until a threshold of P � 0.3 is reached.

ited spurious (multiple) linkages to different maternalThe process of removing conflicting data points and recalcu-
and paternal linkage groups and were therefore ex-lating the marker order is continued until no further poorly

supported inconsistent data points (i.e., singletons) can be cluded from the data set. After this analysis, 282 markers
identified. Simulation studies have demonstrated that a sig- (4.17% of the 6756) remained unassigned. LG I was the
nificant increase in the accuracy of marker order is obtained largest linkage group, containing a total of 1260 markers
with the combined use of RECORD and SMOOTH without

(627 maternal, 420 paternal, and 213 bridge). The iden-the risk of introducing artifactual marker orders (H. van Os
tity and correspondence of the maternal LG I and pater-and H. van Eck, unpublished results). The software is relatively

insensitive to high levels of noise, as observed in extensive nal LG I were confirmed by use of three genetically char-
marker data sets as used here. acterized multiallelic LG I-specific SSRs (Milbourne et

ComBin: ComBin differs from existing mapping software al. 1998). The remaining analysis focuses on only this
as maps are built by placing markers (or bins of cosegregating

linkage group with the objective of deriving an optimalmarkers) next to each other, separated by a single recombina-
marker order.tion event (Buntjer et al. 2000; available at http://www.dpw.

wau.nl/pv/pub/combin/index.htm). This process resembles Map construction: In populations derived from non
threading beads on a string. The marker bins within the devel- inbred parents, a necessary step after grouping the marker
oping string are used to identify the next marker (or bin) at data into linkage groups is to determine marker phase.
a distance of one recombination event. The software allows

Phase information is required to convert data from nonthe formation of side branches when adding the next marker
inbred parents into BC1 format for further analysis. Thisto the developing string and as a result facilitates the visualiza-

tion of singletons or other ambiguities in the data set. Here, was achieved using the JoinMap V2.0 module JMQAD32
ComBin was used to inspect the data for secondary structures (Stam and van Ooijen 1995). However, attempts to use
in the linkage groups, while calculating the skeleton bin map. the standard modules in JoinMap V2.0 to subsequently

order the markers were unsuccessful (the program
crashed). We therefore applied the following map con-

RESULTS
struction process.

Primary marker ordering and error checking: The raw dataGenome-wide segregation data: Using a population
of 130 individuals, 234 AFLP primer combinations were were analyzed initially with RECORD. As RECORD is

input order dependent, the stepwise map constructionused for selective amplifications. This generated a total
of 6756 clear and scorable segregating bands composed process was repeated 10 times and the shortest resulting

map was assumed to be the most correct. Generally, theof 1759 SacI/MseI, 3719 EcoRI/MseI, and 1278 PstI/MseI
AFLP markers. As the population was derived from a shortest map will be one from a number of equally

likely potential solutions (i.e., it is not perfect). However,cross between two noninbred parental lines, the 6756
markers (and three multiallelic SSR markers) were first simulation studies show that RECORD is computationally

less demanding, faster, and less sensitive to missing ob-separated into maternal, paternal, and biparental data
sets according to the parental profiles of each band servations and scoring errors than JMMAP, especially

in small populations and in regions with high markerscored in the population. A total of 2682 (39.7%) were
heterozygous in the female parent (coded ab � aa for density (H. van Os and H. van Eck, personal communi-

cation).analysis), 2223 (32.9%) in the male parent (coded aa �
ab), and 1851 (27.4%) were heterozygous in both par- On the basis of the output order from analysis with

RECORD, singletons and other potential errors in theents (coded ab � ab and from here on referred to as
bridge markers). marker segregation data were identified by visual inspec-

tion of graphical genotypes of each of the progeny andThe GROUP function of JoinMap V2.0 split the ma-
ternal data into the expected 12 linkage groups at LOD then rechecked on the original AFLP autoradiograms and

corrected when necessary. This was performed once on6.0. For the paternal data, at LOD 6.0 the markers in
linkage groups corresponding to chromosomes II–XI the complete data set after which a new map order

was calculated using RECORD. This whole process waswere separated. However, one linkage group was ob-
tained, which contained markers from LGs I and XII considered too time consuming to repeat fully, so in a

subsequent round, only markers containing two single-and was split only when the LOD was raised to 12. At
these thresholds, a group of 11 highly skewed markers tons or more (on the basis of graphical genotypes derived

from the new map order) were checked manually again,remained unassigned. Assignment of parental linkage
groups to chromosomes and chromosome orientation corrected if necessary, and a new order was calculated.

These two rounds of data checking allowed a significantwas achieved unequivocally on the basis of common
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improvement of the data quality as the singleton rate and repulsion phase (cc, cr, rc, rr). Subsequently, the
observed bridge marker data were analyzed against thefor each primer combination decreased from �5% to

�3% on the basis of inspection of graphical genotypes. postulated bridge bin signatures. The bridge markers
were then placed into the putative bridge bins on theAs a general observation, for a given restriction enzyme

digest, primer combinations that generated compli- basis of the highest LOD score.
Bin map of potato linkage group I: LG I consists of 95cated fingerprints (i.e., �80 bands per lane) on analysis

tended to reveal a higher frequency of singletons. maternal bins and 101 paternal bins. The 627 maternal
markers fitted into 72 bins, leaving 23 bins empty. TheAutomated singleton removal: Remaining singletons were

removed and replaced automatically with missing values 420 paternal markers fitted into 48 bins, leaving 53
bins empty. The smaller number of segregating markersthrough an iterative process of repeatedly calculating

the marker order with RECORD and replacing potential from RH indicates that it is more homozygous. As a
result, the higher proportion of empty bins was noterrors with “missing data” using SMOOTH, starting with

a strict probability threshold for singleton removal of P � unexpected. The 210 markers segregating in both par-
ents and the three SSR loci were used to link the two0.01 and slowly releasing it over 30 cycles to P � 0.3. A

final order was then calculated with RECORD. Such parental maps as bin bridges, giving a final map of 1260
markers. In Figure 2 both parental skeleton bin mapsiterative use of SMOOTH is not harmful to the map

order although, occasionally, rejecting the hypothesis are represented, showing the number and type of mark-
ers in each bin. Figure 2 does not display distance be-that a singleton was “true” may cause adjacent bins to

merge (the equivalent of removing a recombination tween markers in map units (centimorgans) or recombi-
nation values that are independent of population size,event from the population). No singletons remained in

our data set when the threshold was relaxed to P � 0.3. but shows the actual number of recombination events
between two markers as observed in these 130 geno-Production of the skeleton bin map: The cleaned data set

was then used to construct maternal and paternal maps types. The bridge markers reveal minor discontinuities
in the order of the parental bins into which they bestof LG I using ComBin (Buntjer et al. 2000). ComBin

complements SMOOTH by identifying certain data am- fit (data not shown). We consider this to be a direct
consequence of our inability to clean the biparentallybiguities, such as multiple markers containing an identi-

cal singleton. These would not be identified by SMOOTH, inherited data of errors based on graphical genotypes
or SMOOTH and the highly skewed nature of the locias the shared singletons jointly support each other. Vi-

sual inspection of our data indicated that this was the on the top third of the parental map. The detailed map,
including complete names of all the markers in eachcase for many of the markers placed in side branches.

These shared singletons were then replaced by missing bin, is available at http://www.dpw.wageningen-ur.nl/
uhd/index.html.values until a linear string of bins was obtained. We call

the resulting linear map the skeleton bin map. When two Surveying graphical genotype images from the skele-
ton bin map revealed that 55/130 SH and 44/130 RHadjacent bins were separated by more than one recombi-

nation event, a number of empty bins equal to the num- parental chromatids had not recombined, 57/130 SH
and 72/130 RH parental chromatids had undergone aber of recombination events separating the flanking

filled bins were placed in the skeleton bin map. Bin single recombination event, and 18/130 SH and 14/130
RH had undergone two recombination events, respec-signatures were derived from the most complete marker

(in terms of genotypic information) incorporated in tively, during meiosis. No chromosome had more than
two recombination events and no singletons remained.the bin.

Populating the skeleton bin map: The skeleton bin map There was significant segregation distortion from a 1:1
ratio in the paternal map from bins 1–27 up to a chi-is effectively a minimum tiling path of recombination

events along a chromosome. It was populated retrospec- square value of 27.7. No segregation distortion was ob-
served in the maternal map.tively by fitting the original marker data (i.e., error-checked

data before the removal of singletons by SMOOTH) on Marker distribution: The AFLP markers are not
evenly distributed along the genetic map of LG I. Onthe basis of the highest LOD score between individual

markers and bin signatures. Inspection of markers in a the paternal bin map, there are two gaps of seven recom-
bination events (i.e., six empty bins) and two gaps ofbin confirmed that the apparent recombination dis-

tance between markers and their bin signature was six recombination events. This is surprising, given the
number of markers on this paternal chromosome, butmainly due to singletons. Populating the skeleton bin

map did not result in a change in the order of the bins may reflect either a high level of meiotic recombination
in these regions (recombination hotspots) or an ab-and allowed discrimination between distance due to

true recombination and to potential error. After popu- sence of polymorphism. There is also significant cluster-
ing of markers in single bins for each parental map.lating the skeleton bin map of both parents, the bridge

markers were mapped. All possible putative bridge bins For instance, the biggest bins, no. SH032 of the maternal
map and no. RH013 of the paternal map, contain 353of this linkage group were generated by superimposing

all maternal and all paternal bin signatures in coupling and 265 markers, respectively!
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Figure 2.—Final bin maps of SH and RH show-
ing marker number and composition of each bin.
The SH and RH maps are composed of 95 and 101
bins, respectively. The histograms with asterisks
representing bins SH032 and RH013 have been
scaled to fit on the page with the total number of
markers indicated. EcoRI-, PstI-, and SacI-derived
markers in these bins are proportionally scaled.

The distribution of the three different types of AFLP data of each marker in the bin was graphically summa-
rized. The apparent recombination value does not rep-markers is shown in Figure 2. The graphs show cluster-

ing of markers for all enzyme combinations in a short resent genetic distance, but rather represents a distance
we describe as “perpendicular” to the linear axis of theinterval around the maternal bin SH032 and the pater-

nal bin RH013. The biggest clusters are observed for map, caused by potentially erroneous or inconsistent
data. The data incorporated into the final map are dis-EcoRI/MseI and SacI/MseI, where 61–69% of the mark-

ers are located in a single bin of the maternal or paternal played in Figure 3, which summarizes the apparent re-
combination value of each marker in terms of the num-map. PstI/MseI AFLP markers are more evenly distrib-

uted along the chromosome, with 36 and 23% of the ber of observed singletons, relative to its bin signature.
A threshold value of 0.03 was chosen to discriminatemarkers clustered in SH032 and RH013, respectively.

Map quality: Our original hypothesis was that a skele- between good and poorly fitting markers because, after
two rounds of error checking using graphical genotypes,ton bin map would provide a high-confidence frame-

work for the production of a marker-dense genetic link- a residual singleton rate of 0–3% per marker per primer
combination was estimated to remain. Overall, 74.8% ofage map. To check the quality of the skeleton bin map,

we first examined how well the original marker segrega- the maternal markers and 80.4% of the paternal markers
fit into bins within an apparent recombination distancetion data fit into each of the bins. After placing markers

by maximum likelihood, the apparent recombination range from 0 to 0.03, effectively equivalent to markers
scored with 0–3% error. Bins SH032 and RH013 arevalue between the bin signature and the segregation
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Overall the order was remarkably consistent between
maps. Significant inflation was restricted to SH032 where
the 30 markers chosen for analysis by JoinMap V2.0
were distributed over a 17-cM interval. The length of
the maternal map was 88 cM vs. 95 bins and the paternal
map 101 cM vs. 101 bins.

DNA methylation and singleton frequency: For many
years PstI has been used to isolate single- and low-copy
genomic clones to use as probes for RFLP analysis (Burr
et al. 1988) and we considered that a similar approach
could be transferred to AFLP analysis. PstI is effective
for this because of its sensitivity to CpNpG methylation,
which focuses its activity on hypomethylated regions of
the genome, such as transcriptionally or biologically ac-
tive euchromatic DNA. In contrast, EcoRI and SacI are
much less sensitive to cytosine methylation (SacI is sensi-
tive to GAGmCTC but not to GAGCTmC methylation).
We therefore asked whether the origin of a proportion
of the singletons in the data set was likely to be the
result of the changing methylation status (at certain

Figure 3.—The percentage of error-checked 1:1 markers loci) of the DNA in different individuals in the popula-
(y-axis) that fit into the skeleton bin maps of SH and RH tion. Our hypothesis was that if methylation changes
either exactly or by the indicated number of singletons (x- were responsible for markers not fitting well into bins,axis) from a bin signature is shown. Deviation in the marker

then the proportion of badly fitting PstI/MseI markerssegregation pattern from the bin signature is expressed as the
would be higher than that from other enzyme combina-actual number of inconsistent data points (i.e., 1/130–�10/

130). tions. The relative frequencies of markers that deviate
from the bin signature with an apparent recombination
value of �0.03 therefore were compared for the differ-

shown in detail in Figure 4 because they provide good ent enzyme combinations employed. We found that ap-
examples of marker behavior in a bin and because of proximately double the proportion of PstI markers was
the extremely high number of markers that they con- observed in this category (30%) compared to EcoRI and
tain. For both, approximately half of the markers have SacI markers (15%), suggesting that changing patterns
a recombination value of 0, which means that their segre- of methylation are contributing to the “error” frequen-
gation pattern is identical to their bin signature. A total cies observed in the data. This finding prompted us to
of 18.9% of the markers had an apparent recombination reexamine the PstI autoradiographs because, if methyla-
value �0.03 and are considered not to fit well in the tion were playing a role in error frequencies of segregat-
bin into which they are placed (they are, however, re- ing loci, we would also expect to see novel bands ap-
tained in the total data set on the website listed above pearing in the population at low frequency, as previously

methylated regions became susceptible to digestion withbecause they may be of some use in subsequent studies).
Second, a subset of the marker data was analyzed PstI. By definition, these bands would not appear in the

parental tracks and would not have been included inseparately by JoinMap V2.0 and marker order and map
length were compared to the bin map (data not shown). the data set used for linkage analysis. Such markers were

Figure 4.—Distance (rep-
resented as a recombination
fraction) between the actual
marker segregation pattern
and the bin signature for the
markers in the largest mater-
nal (SH032) and paternal
(RH013) bins. The markers
are ordered from left to
right according to their
goodness of fit in the bin.
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found in almost every PstI primer combination in the 38.1% (99/260) of the chromosomes had experienced
2, 1, and 0 recombination events, consistent with cyto-population. They were not found on the EcoRI/MseI or

SacI/MseI autorads (data not shown). logical observations of one or two chiasma per bivalent
during meiosis (Sherman and Stack 1995).

It is impossible to distinguish between singletons that
DISCUSSION

are scoring errors and singletons that are rare but true
observations caused by biological phenomena such asIn this report, we have presented the principles and

approaches that we adopted to analyze 1260 segregating double recombination, local DNA inversions, or methyl-
ation polymorphism. Initially, the finding of a higherloci from potato LG I, the outcomes of these analyses,

and their implications for our ultimate objective of accu- percentage of singletons among PstI-derived markers
was surprising. PstI cleaves plant DNA much less fre-rately mapping �10,000 AFLP markers across the entire

potato genome. Our major challenge was to obtain an quently than EcoRI and SacI do, and as a result, AFLP
profiles have fewer bands and greater clarity, makingaccurate marker order using a data set that contained

errors, inconsistencies, and missing data (like all map- data collection easier and less prone to scoring error. A
different genetic distribution of PstI- and EcoRI-derivedping studies). We initially considered that a logical strat-

egy for map construction would be to identify cosegre- AFLPs has been documented previously (Young et al.
1999), but probably because of the marker density, com-gating markers with complete data sets (i.e., no missing

data) and use this data to calculate an optimal bin map. bined with the way linkage maps have been constructed,
there has been little direct evidence to suggest that methyl-The bin map would have a high degree of confidence

attached to it because each of the marker scores would ation status has a significant impact on marker analysis in
sexually derived segregating populations. However, suchbe effectively verified by the multiple representations

in a bin. We could then fit incomplete or singly repre- epigenetic variation would be relevant both in a high-
density mapping scenario and when considering thesented marker data sets into this robust framework.

However, while in theory bins of cosegregating markers link between genotype and phenotype, as shown in ani-
mals (de Koning et al. 2000), humans (Morison et al.are easily definable, in practice a mixture of data error

and, we hypothesize, biological phenomena, e.g., meth- 2001), Drosophila (Lloyd et al. 1999), and plants (Alle-
man and Doctor 2000). The population used hereylation and demethylation, confound bin fitting. Such

inconsistencies were revealed as individual marker data has a wide range of morphological and developmental
variation, including dormancy break and time to matu-points that produce artifactual double recombinants in

conflict with both the concept of interference and the rity. Consequently, leaf material for DNA isolation was
harvested from physiologically and developmentally con-flanking marker data (i.e., singletons). Inconsistencies can

be incorporated into lower-density maps without great trasting carbohydrate “sink” or “source” leaves. If changes
in methylation occur during this switch, it is possibleimpact. However, in a saturation-mapping scenario the

result will be additional apparent recombinants and a that analysis of the DNA with a methylation-sensitive
enzyme will result in the appearance or disappearanceloss of map linearity. Therefore, we applied an iterative

process based on calculating marker order and replac- of marker bands used in genetic linkage experiments.
This is not without precedent. Epigenetic differencesing singletons with missing values on the basis of the

flanking marker genotypes. The output was an ordered have been detected by AFLP analysis of somatically re-
generated plants from a number of species, includingset of filled and empty bins, the latter inserted when

adjacent filled bins were separated by greater than a Arabidopsis (Polanco and Ruiz 2002), oilpalm (Mat-
thes et al. 2001), and, of particular relevance here,single recombination event. Together, the filled and

empty bins represent what we have termed the skeleton somatically regenerated potato microplants exhibiting
mature vs. juvenile leaf morphologies (Joyce and Cas-bin map. Under the assumption that the skeleton bin

map was correct, its “accuracy” was then evaluated by sells 2002). Furthermore, naturally occurring, herita-
ble, differentially methylated epialleles at the P1 locusassessing how well the error-checked raw marker data

fit into the model (by maximum likelihood) and by have been shown to be responsible for conditioning
altered kernel pigmentation in maize (Das and Mess-comparing the map order of a subset of the data to

an order obtained using JoinMap. The first assessment ing 1994). It is therefore tempting to speculate that in
populations such as those utilized in this study, epige-confirmed that the identification and replacement of

singletons with missing values was a valid and effective netic variation—revealed as changing methylation sta-
tus at PstI sites across the genome—contributes to theapproach that does not create artifacts in marker order.

The second assessment revealed overall similarity be- observed frequency of singletons and to other potential
data inconsistencies.tween marker orders calculated using each approach.

However, visual inspection of LG I graphical genotypes Both gaps and severe clustering of markers were ob-
served in the map. In Arabidopsis, clustering of EcoRIon the basis of the JoinMap order revealed a high inci-

dence of multiple recombinants, which was at odds with AFLP markers occurs around the centromeric regions of
the chromosomes (Alonso-Blanco et al. 1998). Similarour biological expectations. In contrast, in the bin map

we found that 12.3% (32/260), 49.6% (129/260), and clustering of EcoRI markers around centromeres has
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been observed in potato (van Eck et al. 1995) as well described in this report. Even if the inconsistencies were
discounted, assuming the LG I information extends toas in other plant species such as barley (Becker et al.

1995; Powell et al. 1997), soybean (Keim et al. 1997; other chromosomes, we would expect the majority of
BACs to fall into the centromeric bins on each of theYoung et al. 1999), maize (Vuylsteke et al. 1999), and

tomato (Haanstra et al. 1999). This clustering might 24 chromosomes. As a result, we will fail in our objective
of determining an order, which will de facto requirereflect the low content of single-copy sequences present

in pericentromeric regions. In Arabidopsis, these re- a complementary approach such as high-throughput
individual BAC clone fingerprinting. Adopting a combi-gions contain mainly repeated sequences of unknown

function. An extra enrichment of AFLP markers in this nation of approaches would therefore appear a sensible
conclusion.region could be due to the use of EcoRI or SacI combined

with MseI, which recognizes 5�-TTAA-3� and therefore At present, potato is not considered a target species
for full-genome sequencing. This marker-dense mapwill cut more frequently in A � T-rich regions, such as

pericentromeric heterochromatin [although this rea- represents a vast amount of sequence information con-
tained by the AFLP markers, which can be readily ex-son is not the case in soybean (Young et al. 1999)]. More

likely, centromeric clustering is related to suppression of ploited in subsequent genetical studies. We have found
that up to 50% of the markers segregating in the SH � RHrecombination because the markers based on EcoRI and

SacI differ in the CG content of their recognition site population also segregate in other Solanum tuberosum
populations (E. Isidore and B. Pande, unpublishedbut target similar genomic regions.

Due to the population size, the map developed here results). As comigrating AFLP fragments have been
demonstrated to map to the same location in differentmay be marker dense, but it remains low resolution

because the number of individuals effectively defines crosses, a catalog of mapped AFLPs forms the basis of
transferability. A previously developed catalog (Rouppethe total number of recombination events upon which

the map can be based. It is further limited by the finding van der Voort et al. 1997c) is currently being extended
to incorporate the data summarized here and to allowthat over half of the markers fall into two bins: one

on the maternal and one on the paternal map. The the transfer of marker information from the marker-
dense bin map to any other potato population.remainder of the map is represented by a combination

of filled and empty bins. As a result, the utility of the The volume of genotypic data generated in this exper-
iment makes it difficult to provide the information ininformation to address our original objective of linking

genetic and physical maps using an approach broadly a single publication. Thus, an important facet of this study
was presentation of the data in electronic format. Thesimilar to that described recently for sorghum by Klein

et al. (2000) is somewhat compromised, but nonetheless website http://www.dpw.wageningen-ur.nl/uhd/index.
html will facilitate communication of these results. Itremains an overall valid strategy. In parallel with the

development of a marker-dense genetic map, we have provides the detailed parental bin maps and the bridges
between the maps, including all the marker informationconstructed BAC libraries of both parental clones and

developed a pooling strategy, which allows the identifi- for LG I. In future versions, the complete marker-dense
map of potato will be available on this site as well as allcation of individual BACs by screening with AFLPs. This

approach currently allows the identification of BACs the segregation data and gel images. In the era of RFLP
mapping, the dissemination of mapping results was ob-and BAC contigs while it simultaneously assigns their

chromosomal location (G. Bryan, personal communi- tained by distributing RFLP probes among research
groups. In the PCR era, dissemination was achieved bycation). However, it should be stated that the logistical

problems of adopting this approach for a whole genome sharing primers or primer sequences. For AFLP, the elec-
tronic availability of annotated gel images is necessaryare considerable. In the current experiment, 33,000

lanes of AFLP products (254 combinations � 130 indi- to compare results among labs. We have found that
within the context of an internationally collaborativeviduals) were run to collect the segregation data to con-

struct the marker-dense linkage map and a similar or project well-annotated AFLP gel images provide an effi-
cient way of aligning linkage maps constructed fromgreater number would have to be run on BAC pools

(depending on library size and pooling strategy) to con- other potato populations.
In conclusion, this experiment represents the first stepsnect the physical and genetic maps. This is equivalent

to the number of lanes required to obtain individual toward our goal of developing a 10,000-point genetic
map that will form a framework for both genetic studiesclone fingerprint information of a more than sixfold

genome coverage BAC library, assuming an average in- and the construction of an integrated physical/genetic
mapping resource of potato. Our results highlight thesert size of 150 kb and a potato genome size of 800

Mbp, which, it could be argued, would be more robust issues of data errors and inconsistencies and provide
potential analytical solutions to overcoming them. Theand provide an archive of genomic information. Thus,

while the approach advocated by Klein et al. (2000) for data suggest that epigenetic variation may be a signifi-
cant feature of potato populations, although this conclu-linking physical and genetic maps is feasible in princi-

ple, it will require a massive effort that will be compro- sion should be treated with caution as we have not defini-
tively proved this to be the case. However, this area doesmised by the types of data errors and inconsistencies
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imprinting and position effect variegation in Drosophila melanogas-warrant further investigation—particularly given the phe-
ter. Genetics 151: 1503–1516.

notypic parallels between progeny from methylation Matthes, M., R. Singh, S. C. Cheah and A. Karp, 2001 Variation
in oil palm (Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) tissue culture-derived regen-mutants in Arabidopsis (Vongs et al. 1993) and the acute
erants revealed by AFLPs with methylation-sensitive enzymes.inbreeding depression apparent in potato populations.
Theor. Appl. Genet. 102: 971–979.
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